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Introduction: The surgical treatment of degenerative spondylolisthesis with
accompanying spinal stenosis focuses mainly on decompression of the spinal
canal with or without additional fusion by means of a dorsal spondylodesis.
Currently, one main decision criterion for additional fusion is the presence of
instability in flexion and extension X-rays. In cases of mild and stable
spondylolisthesis, the optimal treatment remains a subject of ongoing debate.
There exist different opinions on whether performing a fusion directly together
with decompression has a potential benefit for patients or constitutes
overtreatment. As X-ray images do not provide any information about internal
biomechanical forces, computer simulation of individual patients might be a tool
to gain a set of new decision criteria for those cases.

Methods: To evaluate the biomechanical effects resulting from different
decompression techniques, we developed a lumbar spine model using forward
dynamic-based multibody simulation (FD_MBS). Preoperative CT data of 15
patients with degenerative spondylolisthesis at the level L4/L5 who underwent
spinal decompression were identified retrospectively. Based on the segmented
vertebrae, 15 individualized models were built. To establish a reference for
comparison, we simulated a standardized flexion movement (intact) for each
model. Subsequently, we performed virtual unilateral and bilateral interlaminar
fenestration (uILF, bILF) and laminectomy (LAM) by removing the respective
ligaments in each model. Afterward, the standardized flexion movement was
simulated again for each case and decompression method, allowing us to
compare the outcomes with the reference. This comprehensive approach
enables us to assess the biomechanical implications of different surgical
approaches and gain valuable insights into their effects on lumbar spine
functionality.

Results: Our findings reveal significant changes in the biomechanics of vertebrae
and intervertebral discs (IVDs) as a result of different decompression techniques.
As the invasiveness of decompression increases, the moment transmitted on the
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vertebrae significantly rises, following the sequence intact ➝ uILF ➝ bILF ➝ LAM.
Conversely, we observed a reduction in anterior–posterior shear forces within the
IVDs at the levels L3/L4 and L4/L5 following LAM.

Conclusion: Our findings showed that it was feasible to forecast lumbar spine
kinematics after three distinct decompression methods, which might be helpful in
future clinical applications.

KEYWORDS

biomechanics, forward dynamic simulation, spinal stenosis, MBS model, interlaminar
fenestration, laminectomy, laminotomy, spondylolisthesis

Introduction

Medical background

Back pain resulting from degenerative changes of the spine
represents one of the most prevalent medical conditions in the
human population (Heliovaara et al., 1989; Schmidt et al., 2007;
Raspe, 2012). In addition to conservative therapeutic approaches,
surgical intervention plays a crucial role in the management
of specific back pain associated with structural skeletal
abnormalities (Czabanka et al., 2018). Among these structural
abnormalities, degenerative spondylolisthesis (DS) frequently
affects the lumbar spine of elderly patients (Pietrantonio et al.,
2019). DS involves the anterior displacement of one vertebra relative
to the adjacent vertebra, primarily caused by micro-instability
within the intervertebral discs (IVDs) and ligamentous structures.
The most commonly affected level is L4/L5 (Wiltse et al., 1976). This
displacement, coupled with concurrent hypertrophy of intraspinal
ligaments, leads to the constriction of the spinal canal and
subsequent compression of nerve roots, resulting in spinal stenosis.

Treatment options for degenerative
spondylolisthesis

The main surgical treatment approach is decompression of the
spinal canal, employing various techniques, along with the potential
addition of a fusion by means of dorsal spondylodesis or minimally
invasive approaches to stabilize the affected segment.
Decompression of the spinal canal can be achieved through less
invasive methods, such as interlaminar fenestration (ILF, also
known as laminotomy). During ILF, mostly only the ligamenta
flava are removed, either only at the side of the surgical approach or
at both sides, mainly performed by undercutting from the side of the
approach to the opposite side, while preserving most bony parts
(except for the medial aspect of the facet joint). For more extended
decompression, a laminectomy (LAM) can be performed, which
entails the removal of the whole lamina and, in most cases, also the
spinous process and the adjacent ligaments (Benz and Garfin, 2001).
Particularly, in cases of mild ventral displacement (Meyerding
degree I), an ongoing debate revolves around whether patients
solely require decompression or if they could benefit from
concurrent stabilization as a primary intervention (Forsth et al.,
2016; Ghogawala et al., 2016; Austevoll et al., 2021). To address this
question, several radiological signs indicating spinal instability,
including ventral displacement of one vertebra in functional

X-rays, diminished IVD height, facet joint effusion in MRI, and
facet orientation, are commonly employed. However, conflicting
results have created ambiguity regarding the ability of these
parameters alone to accurately predict the necessity for additional
fusion (Stokes and Frymoyer, 1987; Nimmons et al., 2020).

Biomechanical considerations and
computer simulation

One contributing factor to the uncertainty in answering the
question of whether only decompression alone or additional fusion
should be applied might be the limitation of conventional clinical
imaging modalities. CT, MRI, and X-rays can only provide static
representations of the spine’s dynamic behavior. Biomechanical
aspects, such as altered range of motion (RoM) and the internal
forces and moments that occur during movement, cannot be
adequately evaluated using these techniques. Nonetheless, in vitro
studies have already demonstrated the biomechanical effects on the
RoM and stiffness of the lumbar spine following various decompression
surgeries (Tai et al., 2008; Hartmann et al., 2012; Bisschop et al., 2014;
Ho et al., 2015). Computer simulation models offer a valuable means to
estimate the internal forces and moments. This might help to objectify
therapy decisions, avoiding over- or under-treatment (e.g., sparing
instrumentation where not needed and selecting the least
destabilizing approach) (Dreischarf et al., 2016).

Inverse vs. forward dynamic simulation
approaches

Extensive development, validation, and utilization of spine and
upper body models have been undertaken in numerous studies
investigating spinal biomechanics. In the realm of spinal
biomechanics, inverse dynamic approaches are commonly employed
in in silico studies to calculate internal forces and moments. In inverse
dynamic simulation, the kinematics of the spinal motion is given in
advance, e.g., from motion capturing. Forces and moments are then
calculated and optimized to represent themeasured kinematic behavior.
However, this approach requires both pre- and post-surgical kinematic
data, which are not typically available in routine clinical diagnostic
procedures, such as X-rays and MRI. An alternative approach is
forward dynamic simulation. In this scenario, the simulation starts
from a neutral posture, and the transition into another state is induced
by the application of forces and moments to the spine. This strategy
provides an opportunity to predict alterations in motion resulting from
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surgical intervention and subsequently compute internal forces and
moments. This approach, thus, holds particular value as it could enable
the prediction of spinal motion after surgeries and capture both the
altered kinematic and dynamic aspects. Due to the complex control of
these simulations, only a limited number of studies have adopted a
forward dynamic-based simulation approach in investigating spinal
mechanics (Silvestros et al., 2019; Guo et al., 2021; Müller et al., 2021;
Meszaros-Beller et al., 2023). While some models with neural muscle
control have been applied to explore potential therapies, like crouch gait
models (Arnold et al., 2006; Steele et al., 2010), the utilization of forward
dynamic approaches for lumbar spine models remains relatively scarce.
One significant advantage of forward dynamicmodels lies in their use of
six-degree of freedom (DOF) joints for each vertebra, which provide a
more realistic representation of spinal movement. In contrast, inverse
dynamic approaches require precise kinematic data for each joint, often
resulting in the reduction of spinal joints to three DOFs for the entire
spine (Christophy et al., 2012).

Objectives of this study

The aim of this research project was to apply forward dynamic
simulations using subject-specific lumbar spine models to assess
changes in lumbar spine dynamics resulting from three distinct
surgical decompression techniques. Considering the limited
availability of dynamic datasets from patients, primarily due to
the predominant use of static imaging modalities in clinical settings,
the current research heavily relies on outcome studies (Forsth et al.,
2016; Ghogawala et al., 2016; Austevoll et al., 2021). Therefore, the
application of forward dynamic-based simulations presents a
significant opportunity for investigating spinal mechanics. We
hypothesize that the flexion–extension moments in IVDs will
increase as the decompression technique becomes more invasive.

Materials and methods

Building the MBS model of the lumbar spine

A total of 49 patients with degenerative spondylolisthesis and
accompanying spinal stenosis, who were treated at the University
Medical Center Mainz between January 2017 and July 2018, were
identified retrospectively from the departmental information system.
The inclusion criteria were monosegmental spondylolisthesis with
additional stenosis. Both preoperative CT and preoperative flexion/
extension X-ray images had to be available. Only patients with low-
grade spondylolisthesis were considered for further evaluation
(Meyerding grade I) (Koslosky and Gendelberg, 2020). In this group
of patients, the choice of treatment (decompression only or
decompression and fusion) is still a matter of ongoing discussion,
and only patients eligible for either type of surgery should be included.
Therefore, patients with radiological signs of instability (any signs of
ventral or dorsal movement in the flexion/extension X-rays compared
to the neutral standing X-rays), Meyerding grade >1, findings of
spondylolysis, previous spinal surgeries, or fractures were excluded.
Of the 49 patients, 18 were considered for further evaluation after
applying these inclusion/exclusion criteria. During data preparation,
three more patients had to be excluded due to insufficient imaging data

(low spatial resolution with slice thickness > 1 mm not sufficient for 3D
reconstruction), resulting in a total of 15 patients analyzed. The mean
patient age was 67.9 years (n= 15; 49–87 years ±10.9 years). The ratio of
men to women was 6:9. The study was approved by the local ethics
committee, and all subjects had previously provided their consent.

Subsequently, a total of 15 subject-specific lumbar spine forward
dynamic-based multibody simulation (FD_MBS) models were built on
the basis of these patient CT data. The vertebrae as well as the Os
sacrum (SA) were segmented semi-automatically out of CT scans of the
15 subjects in Amira (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
Massachusetts, United States of America) to preserve the subject-
specific curvature, intervertebral disc height, and facet joints
(Figure 1A). A total of 47 points of interest per vertebra were set
manually on the surfaces according to anatomical landmarks
(Figure 1B). The geometries as well as the points of interest were
loaded into the simulation tool Simpack (Dassault Systèmes
Deutschland GmbH, Munich, Germany). The models consist of six
rigid bodies representing the five lumbar vertebrae (L1–L5) and the SA
(Figure 1C). To standardize the initial position, the upper endplates of
L3 were aligned horizontally in all models, with the SA fixed. The
vertebrae were connected by joints with six DOFs and stabilized by
passive force elements, e.g., ligaments, IVDs, and facet joints. The
ligaments were modeled using a non-linear force-length characteristic
and a non-linear rotational characterization for the intervertebral discs
obtained from in silico experiments (Damm et al., 2020). Translational
characteristics of the IVDs’ were defined by viscoelastic elements with
corresponding force-elongation characteristics from loading
experiments (Schmoelz et al., 2012). Facet joints were realized using
contact modeling. Therefore, nine points were defined on each facet
joint surface, and a regression plane was calculated (Figure 1D). All
passive elements of the model setup were validated in a previous study
(Damm et al., 2020) by comparing the intradiscal pressure with
literature data from Wilke et al. (1996). For additional validation,
the respective range of motion for flexion–extension, lateral bending,
and axial rotation was compared to a study by Dreischarf et al., where
eight different flexion-extension simulation models were evaluated and
compared to biomechanical in vitro data (Dreischarf et al., 2014). The
presented MBS models were loaded the same way as the models in the
study of Dreischarf et al., and forward dynamic-based simulations were
performed. This resulted in a RoM for flexion and extension of
22.3°–30.9° (median 27.0°) for the forward dynamic-based multibody
simulation (FD_MBS), which lies within the range of the in vitro and
finite element model measurements reported by Dreischarf et al. Lateral
bending and axial rotation results were also within the same order of
magnitude (for details, see Figure 2). For further details on the setup, see
previous publications (Damm et al., 2020; Rockenfeller et al., 2020;
Müller et al., 2021).

Simulation of three different decompression
methods

7.5 Nm force was applied to L1, resulting in a ventral flexion of
the model (Dreischarf et al., 2014). In addition, each lumbar spine
model was preloaded with a constant vertical force of 500 N,
representing a generic upper body weight. This generated an
additional moment at the fixpoint of the model due to the lever
arm of the applied vertical force. The forward dynamic simulation
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time was set to 3 s. Resulting force data were recorded over the
whole movement sequence. Four different modes were
investigated: (I) intact, as a reference, (II) unilateral ILF
(uILF), (III) bilateral ILF (bILF), and (IV) LAM. To perform
the forward dynamic simulations of the theoretical ILF, the
ligamenta (Ligg.) flava were virtually removed in the level L4/
L5 unilaterally and bilaterally. For the unilateral ILF, the left parts
of the ligament flavum were removed. For LAM additionally, the
Ligg. intraspinosus and supraspinosus as well as the Ligg. flava to
the L3 and L5 vertebrae were removed from the simulation
(Figure 3). The bony structures, e.g., interspinous process or
parts of the lamina, were not removed as they were only used to
define ligament insertion points and contact area of the facet
joints but were not part of the simulation itself.

Statistical analysis

As modeled forces and moments highly depend on
individual geometries (Müller et al., 2021), the absolute
simulation outputs are hardly comparable. Hence, a
normalization procedure is suggested to assess the influence

of uILF, bILF, and LAM on flexion–extension (FE) moment,
anterior–posterior (AP) shear force, and superior–inferior (SI)
compressive force across the spinal levels. All data post-
processing was conducted using MATLAB (Mathworks,
Version 2022b). The normalization procedure applies to the
output values at the end of the forward simulation after 3s. For
each individual model and for each spinal level, the output
values of the intact model were taken as reference values,
corresponding to 100%. The output values of the virtual
operated models were normalized to these values. For each
spinal level, an unpaired two-sided t-test was performed to
decide whether the mean of the normalized values was
systematically smaller (<100%) or larger (>100%) than the
reference value.

Additionally, all time–force or time–moment curves of the
15 subjects were plotted over the simulation time of 3s. A
subsequent statistical parametric mapping (SPM from the
MATLAB package available at https://spmid.org (Pataky,
2012)), i.e., a paired two-sided t-test, was performed on the
difference between the intact state and each decompression
technique to reveal significant differences in forces and
moments over time. A z-score above the positive (97.5%-)

FIGURE 1
Workflow of building subject-specific MBSmodels. (A) CT scan of human spines and semi-automatic segmentation of the bony structures resulting
in a surface model for each lumbar spine (purple). (B)Manual definition of the points of interest on the surface of each vertebra. (C) Automatic transfer of
the bony surfaces and the points of interest to the simulation software. The red lines depict the different ligaments interconnecting eachmotion segment.
(D) Modeling of the contact area of the facet joints by defining nine points on each facet and subsequent approximation of a mean plane through
these points. (E) Alignment of the joint in each motion segment.
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quantile indicates a significantly higher force/moment in
models with the respective decompression method compared
to the intact models, while the opposite holds for a z-score below
the negative (2.5%-) quantile.

Results

In the most invasive decompression method (LAM), the
range of motion of the FD_MBS increased by 17%, on average

FIGURE 2
Comparison of the range of motion in forward dynamic-based multibody simulations (FD_MBS) with in vitro data and various flexion-extension
models taken from the work of Dreischarf et al. (2014). The FD_MBS models, which were subject to the same loading conditions as presented by
Dreischarf et al., underwent a consistent 7.5 Nm pure moment at the L1 level in the flexion–extension direction, lateral bending, and axial rotation. To
ensure compatibility with the finite element models, the L5 body was fixed in each FD_MBS case. The plain gray bars represent the median RoM ( ±
standard deviation) of the 15 FD_MBS models from the current study. The plain white ones show the median RoM ( ± standard deviation) of an in vitro
study with 10 L1–L5 specimens (Rohlmann et al., 2001). The striped bars show the median RoM ( ± standard deviation) of the eight finite element models
as well as the results for each individual finite element model from the work of Dreischarf et al., 2014.

FIGURE 3
Visualization of the different decompression techniques performed in this study. From left to right, intact: the FD_MBS model in its intact state; ILF
unilateral: unilateral interlaminar fenestration—the Ligg. flava at the respective level were removed at the side of fenestration only (left side in all models);
ILF bilateral: bilateral interlaminar fenestration—the Ligg. flava at the respective level were removed at the side of fenestration and the contralateral side to
mimic the procedure of an undercutting maneuver; and LAM: laminectomy—the Ligg. flava of the respective and the upper level, as well as the
interspinous and supraspinous ligaments, were removed. Note: the bony defects here are only for visualization purposes. The bone surface is only
relevant for defining the insertion points for ligaments or the contact area of the facet joints and other force elements but otherwise is not necessary for
the simulation.
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(range: 7%–51%). The mean RoM increase was 0.6% (range:
0.3%–1.4%) after uILF and 2% (range: 0.9%–5.3%) after bILF
(Figure 4). The more invasive the decompression method, the
more the superior–inferior (SI) compressive forces of the IVDs
increased. However, this effect was observed more clearly in the
decompressed level L4/L5 and its adjacent levels. The
anterior–posterior (AP) shear forces increased in the most
invasive decompression technique (LAM) in the levels L1/L2,
L2/L3, and L5/SA but decreased significantly in the levels L3/
L4 and L4/L5. In contrast, the AP shear forces increased at all
levels in the uILF and bILF methods. Mean moments transmitted
from the upper to the lower vertebrae in the flexion–extension
direction increased at all levels when performing uILF, bILF, and
LAM. The results of the virtual decompression techniques are
shown relative to the intact state in Figure 5 for the level L4/
L5 and absolute for all levels in Figure 6.

Superior–inferior compressive forces in the
IVDs

The mean compressive force of the IVDs was calculated in the
superior–inferior (SI) direction.

At the L4/L5 level, the SI compressive forces decreased after
uILF (−0.38%) and bILF (−0.74%) but increased after LAM (7.44%).
In the levels L2/L3, L3/L4, and L5/SA, the SI compressive forces
increased after all decompressions. In the L1/L2 level, the mean SI
compressive force decreased following LAM.

Larger variations were observed after virtually performing LAM
than in the less invasive methods, e.g., uILF: -0.7%–0.41%, bILF:
-1.62%–1.57%, and LAM: 1.32%–22.94% for the L4/L5 level (see
Figures 5, 6).

Anterior–posterior shear forces

The mean anterior–posterior (AP) shear forces in the IVDs
increased in the L1/L2, L2/L3, and L5/SA levels. For more invasive
decompression techniques, the increase of AP shear forces was
higher (e.g., uILF: 0.56%, bILF: 1.94%, and LAM: 16.1%). In the
levels L3/L4 and L4/L5, the AP shear forces exhibit a decrease
of −11.82% and −43.3%, respectively, following virtual LAM.
Conversely, subsequent to uILF and bILF, an increase in AP
shear forces was observed, mirroring the trend observed in the
remaining spinal levels.

Intervertebral FE moments

The mean moments transmitted from the upper to the lower
vertebra in the flexion–extension direction increased at all levels
following uILF, bILF, and LAM except the level L1/L2. For the L4/
L5 level, the FE moments increased by approximately 1.3% and
4.79% in the case of uILF and bILF, respectively. LAM resulted in a
substantially higher increase of 96.58% in FE moment. This
circumstance was also found in all other segments, especially the
adjacent L3/L4 level, as depicted in Figure 6C.

L4/5 characteristics over time

Additionally, the SI compressive forces, AP shear forces,
and FE moments were not only analyzed at the end of the
flexion but also monitored throughout the whole course of the
motion. As depicted in Figure 7A and Figure 7D, the SI
compressive forces were significantly lower in the uILF,
bILF, and LAM groups compared to the intact state,
especially at the beginning of the motion. Additionally, a
significant increase in the SI compressive force is observed
in the LAM group at the end of the motion (Figure 7D). The
mean AP shear forces of the uILF and bILF groups were
significantly higher throughout the entire motion. In
contrast, significant decreases in the AP shear forces were
observed following LAM at the end of the motion (Figure 7B
and Figure 7E). The FE moment increased in the uILF, bILF,
and LAM groups (Figure 7C and Figure 7F).

For detailed information about all calculated internal forces see
Table 1.

Discussion

Discussion of simulation results

The most prominent alterations were observed in the moments
transmitted on the IVDs. Surprisingly, the AP shear forces following
LAM decreased significantly at levels L3/L4 and L4/L5 and increased
in the other levels. Greater disparities in the results were observed in
the AP shear forces of the LAM simulations. The uILF and bILF
groups showed an increase in AP shear forces in all levels and fewer
variations between the different subject-specific FD_MBS. The SI
compressive forces increased in all levels except the first level, L1/L2,

FIGURE 4
Boxplots of the range of motion in the flexion direction after the
full inclination of the FD_MBS for the intact state (green), after virtual
uILF (yellow), after virtual bILF (red), and after LAM (black). The RoM
was measured at the L1 vertebra at the end of flexionmovement.
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after virtual decompression. Similar to the AP shear force, results
showed the SI compressive forces to have larger disparities between
the spines in the LAM group.

Similar findings were also shown with biomechanical
measurements by Cunningham et al., who observed increasing
intradiscal pressures (IDP) following resection of dorsal structures

FIGURE 5
Comparative analysis of SI compressive forces (A), AP shear forces (B), and FEmoment (C) relative to the intact state (dashed green line in A–C) of all
15 FD_MBSmodels and simulated decompression techniques. The result of the uILF method is represented by the yellow dashed line, and each FD_MBS
model is shown as a circle in the corresponding color. The same holds for the bILF method, which is given in red and squares, and the LAM in black and
asterisks. The significance of the statistical tests is indicated by alongside asterisks (* = tendency with 0.05 ≤ p ≤ 0.1, ** = significant with 0.001 ≤ p <
0.05, and *** = highly significant with p < 0.001).
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(Cunningham et al., 1997). In accordance with the presented
observations, studies conducted by Rao et al. demonstrated an
increase in IDP in the anterior region and a decrease in the

posterior region of the disc after ILF and LAM in vitro (Rao et al., 2002).
These findings further support the observation of increased FE
moments after the removal of dorsal structures.

FIGURE 6
Boxplots of SI compressive forces (A), AP shear forces (B), and FEmoments (C) for eachmotion segment at the end of the inclinationmovement. (A)
The SI compressive forces at each IVD level increased for more invasive decompression techniques. (B) The AP shear forces increased at all levels in the
uILF and bILF methods but decreased at levels L3/L4 and L4/L5 following LAM. (C) Themoments transmitted on the level of the IVD significantly increase
with an increase in the invasiveness of decompression, especially in decompressed level L4/L5 (intact → uILF → bILF → LAM).
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In vitro studies already showed significant alterations of the
RoM following a LAM (Hartmann et al., 2012; Bisschop et al., 2014),
whereas there is no significant difference between an intact lumbar
spine and the spine after uILF and bILF (Tai et al., 2008; Ho et al.,
2015).

However, the results presented in this study demonstrate
that the more invasive the decompression surgery is, the greater
the change in internal FE moments. It is essential to emphasize
that considering only the mean values of all the measurement
data might be misleading. The human spine exhibits a great
deal of individuality, including variations in curvature, which
leads to diverse internal forces and moments (Müller et al.,
2021). To address this variability, we conducted a paired t-test
(see Materials and methods, Figure 7) to account for the
individual differences among patients. These findings also
highlight the importance of incorporating patient-specific
characteristics in spine modeling and kinematic
measurements (Dombrowski et al., 2018). Such an approach
is vital for accurately representing the biomechanics of the spine
and its response to surgical interventions.

Overall, the present study shows t/hat SI compressive forces and
FE moment increase with an increase in invasiveness of the
decompression surgeries (uILF → bILF → LAM). Interestingly,
Berger-Roscher et al. showed in in vitro experiments that a
combination of flexions and rotational moments resulted in more
intradiscal lesions when compared to compressive forces alone
(Berger-Roscher et al., 2017). Considering this, along with the
presented observation of significantly increased FE moments, it is
plausible that this phenomenon could contribute to the accelerated

degeneration of decompressed and adjacent segments. However,
no data are currently available to predict when these changes will
manifest as clinically relevant symptoms and whether proactive
additional stabilization might be necessary. Surprisingly, the AP
shear forces decreased in levels L3/L4 and L4/L5 following LAM.
At this point, it must be emphasized that we cannot say how
significant the influence of the musculature is on the shear forces
after a LAM. However, it can be assumed that the more invasive
the operation is, the more unstable the lumbar spine becomes.
The hypothesis that FE moments increase with an increase in
invasiveness can be confirmed. Accordingly, we assume a
potential correlation between FE moments and unstable
spines. This assumption is supported by large disparities in
the results following LAM. However, it is important to keep in
mind that due to the small sample size, selection bias might have
occurred.

Interpretation of the results from a clinical
point of view

There exist several techniques for surgical decompression of the
spinal canal. Over decades, the more invasive variant of LAM was
considered to be the gold standard in spinal decompression surgery
in many countries, and it is still the same at present (Overdevest
et al., 2015). Nevertheless, more and more minimally invasive
techniques are used and reported in the literature, such as uILF
and bILF (often also described as unilateral and bilateral
laminotomy) (Schär et al., 2019). They retain midline structures,

FIGURE 7
(A–C) Solid lines: mean SI compressive force (A), mean AP shear force (B), andmean FEmoment (C) at the L4/L5 level during the flexionmovement.
Shaded areas: 68% confidence region (mean plus–minus one standard deviation). The SI compressive forces (A) showed an increase at the end of the
movement sequence for LAM, whereas the AP shear forces and the FE moments of the IVDs increased significantly in the most invasive decompression
technique (LAM). (D–F) Paired t-test. Solid lines: z-score for SI compressive force (D), AP shear force (E), and FE moment (F) at the IVD L4/L5 level
during the flexionmovement for intact vs. uILF (yellow), intact vs. bILF (red), and intact vs. LAM (black). Filled areas (D–F): significances. Dashed line (D–F):
the calculated SPM two-tailed z-score limits (95%) for SI compressive forces, AP shear forces, and FE moments were ± 3.64, ± 3.40, and ± 3.36,
respectively. Values beyond these limits suggest a significant difference between the forces/moments acting after the corresponding operation method
as compared to the intact case.
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TABLE 1 Calculated mean values of all 15 FD_MBS lumbar spine models sorted by level and performed virtual decompression surgery. MFE: Intervertebral moment in flexion-extension direction. FSI: Superior-inferior
compressive forces in the IVDs. FAP: anterior-posterior shear forces in the IVD. FPLL: posterior longitudinal ligament force. FCL: capsular ligament forces (values for the L1-L2 and L2-L3 level have not been calculated), *not
evaluated.

Level Moment MFE [Nm] ± SD
[min - max]

Compressive force FSI [N] ± SD
[min - max]

Shear force FAP [N] ± SD
[min - max]

Ligament force FPLL [N] ± SD
[min - max]

Intact uILF bILF LAM Intact uILF bILF LAM Intact uILF bILF LAM Intact uILF bILF LAM

L1-L2 −0.84 ± 0.54

[(−2.09)–0.03]

−0.84 ± 0.54

[(−2.09)–(−0.03]

−0.84 ± 0.53

[(−2.09)–(−0.1)]

−0.84 ± 0.53

[(−2.09)–(−0.14)]

627.48 ± 35.4

[571.15–674.1]

629.0 ± 34.04

[564.06–673.39]

629.04 ± 32.03

[582.61–672.26]

600.59 ± 61.24

[464.72–668.93]

249.45 ± 61.47

[140.16–358.24]

250.68 ± 61.19

[142.51–359.12]

253.68 ± 60.44

[149.06–360.66]

288.42 ± 70.72

[160.18–408.06]

63.31 ± 42.75

[4.37–52.0]

63.62 ± 42.56

[4.37–52.0]

64.14 ± 43.17

[4.36–52.31]

67.8 ± 46.08

[4.35–63.17]

L2-L3 −3.05 ± 1.51

[(−6.29)–0.18]

−3.05 ± 1.51

[(−6.3)–0.17]

−3.05 ± 1.52

[(−6.31)–0.17]

−3.62 ± 2.06

[(−9.21)–0.17]

668.68 ± 179.96

[40.35–818.29]

669.6 ± 180.03

[40.81–818.55]

671.69 ± 180.54

[40.51–819.29]

675.58 ± 180.69

[44.49–813.0]

243.79 ± 73.9

[73.39–353.49]

245.24 ± 74.02

[73.14–355.32]

248.91 ± 74.33

[73.15–360.18]

285.35 ± 91.08

[78.64–413.82]

110.6 ± 99.09

[1.54–45.82]

111.64 ± 99.99

[1.55–46.3]

113.78 ± 100.7

[1.55–46.64]

128.3 ±

115.29

[1.51–58.73]

L3-L4 −5.15 ± 2.29

[(−8.33)–(−0.4)]

−5.16 ± 2.3

[(−8.37)–(−0.4)]

−5.18 ± 2.32

[(−8.4)–(−0.4)]

−7.82 ± 3.7

[(−14.42)–(0.63)]

852.59 ± 106.19

[649.14–1038.9]

854.74 ± 105.58

[653.23–1040.3]

859.99 ± 104.15

[664.75–1043.6]

889.0 ± 107.03

[673.77–1055.3]

265.28 ± 58.9

[161.52–372.88]

266.73 ± 58.77

[164.63–373.63]

270.25 ± 58.48

[171.24–375.18]

231.29 ± 46.93

[131.22–321.08]

174.18 ±

171.52

[0.2–128.96]

175.8 ± 171.74

[0. 21–129.26]

179.66 ±

173.16

[0.21–130.4]

256.5 ± 210.8

[0.37–158.17]

L4-L5 −7.28 ± 3.12

[(−12.99)–(−3.14)]

−7.36 ± 3.12

[(−13.0)–(−3.21)]

−7.57 ± 3.11

[(−12.96)–(−3.29)]

−12.66 ± 5.35

[(−22.87)–(−3.74)]

953.07 ± 85.92

[784.89–1150.8]

949.4 ± 84.74

[788.08–1147.9]

945.78 ± 83.43

[797.2–1147.2]

1023.9 ± 106.28

[818.13–1194.0]

322.59 ± 125.48

[46.94–533.91]

329.37 ± 127.95

[47.9–541.57]

345.02 ± 132.95

[50.11–562.69]

159.83 ± 75.79

[32.74–282.91]

101.48 ± 81.48

[9.06–39.1]

105.37 ± 85.41

[9.33–39.61]

115.34 ± 96.82

[9.94–42.19]

160.69 ±

106.53

[9.34–179.78]

L5-SA −6.69 ± 4.15

[(−13.36)–(−0.49)]

−6.69 ± 4.15

[(−13.38)–(−0.49)]

−6.7 ± 4.15

[(−13.33)–(−0.48)]

−7.61 ± 4.61

[(−14.23)–(−0.54)]

1096.3 ± 211.61

[549.62–1645.8]

1099.6 ± 211.56

[854.56–1650.3]

1107.6 ± 211.28

[868.13–1659.8]

1173.1 ± 218.11

[887.58–1701.0]

350.57 ±142.15

[118.91–537.73]

351.24 ± 142.59

[118.9–538.59]

352.75 ± 143.82

[117.96–540.9]

359.25 ± 156.3

[96.36–574.82]

280.47 ±

373.37

[3.35–141.99]

281.94 ±

374.36

[3.39–142.39]

285.34 ±

377.47

[3.48–143.66]

310.61 ±

401.9

[3.63–150.33]

Level Ligament force FCL [N] ± SD; [min - max]

Intact uILF bILF LAM

L1-L2 * * * *

L2-L3 * * * *

L3-L4 left: 170.77 ±115.7; [76.65 – 548.46]

right: 139.02 ±84.25; [14.71 – 314.45]

left: 171.12 ± 116.04; [76.86–550.96]

right: 140.44 ± 84.6; [14.98–316.31]

left: 174.78 ± 116.19; [78.51–554.91]

right: 142.06 ± 84.67; [14.85–318.17]

left: 230.14 ± 130.51; [131.17–665.66]

right: 188.6 ± 95.13; [18.68–355.92]

L4-L5 left: 180.46 ±72.22; [20.57 – 285.77]

right: 180.56 ±90.93; [65.74 – 414.35]

left: 185.48 ± 73.59; [20.94–290.09]

right: 183.01 ± 91.35; [66.8–417.5]

left: 193.93 ± 76.74; [21.56–299.61]

right: 193.57 ±93.39; [71.06–430.1]

left: 271.5 ± 87.34; [77.99–425.63]

right: 292.4 ±120.67; [117.47–531.05]

L5-SA left: 162.15 ±129.86; [15.23 – 443.57]

right: 180.45 ±158.17; [2.59 – 565.65]

left: 162.35 ±130.09; [15.32–444.97]

right: 181.57 ±158.65; [2.71–568.2]

left: 164.68 ± 130.77; [17.21–448.57]

right: 182.48 ± 159.56; [2.65–572.09]

left: 177.21 ± 133.35; [19.08–467.39]

right: 194.15 ± 166.15; [2.64–594.54]
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cause less muscular trauma, and preserve more bony structures
(Overdevest et al., 2015). While there is no universally applicable
answer regarding the superior technique, some have identified
potential benefits of less invasive procedures. These may include
reduced postoperative pain, shorter hospital stays, and a decreased
likelihood of iatrogenic instabilities. (Mobbs et al., 2014; Overdevest
et al., 2015). Keeping in mind that LAM is still an option in some
cases, this study opted to investigate the biomechanical effects of
these three widely used techniques (unilateral ILF, bilateral ILF,
and LAM).

Decompression surgery is a complex task, and removal of the
ligaments is only an approximation to the complexity of real surgical
interventions. In many cases, surgeons would also remove the
medial aspects of hypertrophic facet joints in order to
decompress the lateral recess (Mobbs et al., 2014). In the
presented model, the bony surface of the vertebrae was used only
to define the insertion points of the ligaments, the IVD area, and the
contact plane of the facet joints. Hence, the bone was only used to
setup the correct spacing between these elements. The bony
structures themselves were not necessary for our simulation and,
therefore, were not used for calculating the internal forces.

The model did not investigate the amount of decompression
achievable by the different decompression techniques, which is
crucial for short-term patient outcomes, such as relief of leg pain.
Another important factor for clinical patient outcome is the degree
of foraminal stenosis, which also has to be considered and
thoroughly decompressed. Instead, the study focused on
biomechanical effects resulting from the removal of more or less
passive structures (ligaments). It was demonstrated that LAM
showed significantly greater changes in internal forces than other
methods of decompression. This in turn might cause new instability
and may influence the long-term outcome of patients by means of
renewed back pain after an initial period of being pain-free. A
systematic review by Overdevest et al. analyzed four high-quality
randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and six low-quality RCTs to
compare unilateral/bilateral laminotomy and LAM (Overdevest
et al., 2015). One major finding was that iatrogenic instability
occurred more often after LAM than after the other
decompression method. This instability results in renewed back
pain and often additional fusion surgery. Assuming that this
secondary instability arises from increasing internal forces, such
as compression or rotational moments, our simulation model could
support this observation and may favor minimally invasive
techniques, such as ILF, over LAM. Due to the known
limitations of simulations as well as the small sample size, these
findings must not be overinterpreted and cannot give general
applicable medical advice.

The potential added value of forward
dynamic computer simulation models

Mainly in the treatment of mild degenerative spondylolisthesis,
there is still an ongoing debate on whether patients benefit from
additional stabilization in the first place or not (Forsth et al.,
2016; Ghogawala et al., 2016; Austevoll et al., 2021). Ghogawala
et al. investigated the differences between decompression only
versus decompression and fusion surgery (Ghogawala et al.,

2016). Within a follow-up period of 4 years, they found a
significantly higher amount of reoperations necessitating
secondary fusion due to secondary instability in the group
that received decompression only (34% vs. 14%). All patients
received LAM for decompression. Our findings of increased
compressive forces and rotational moments after LAM could
be one factor for increasing instability over time and may support
this observation. One-third of patients in the aforementioned
study received reoperation. The study by Ghogawala et al. and a
recent meta-analysis by Gadjradj et al. state that until now, there
are no clear predictors to distinguish between patients who need
decompression only vs. those needing additional fusion
(Ghogawala et al., 2016; Gadjradj et al., 2023).

Nonetheless, several radiological indicators of spinal instability,
such as sliding in functional X-rays, decreased height of the IVD,
facet joint effusion, and orientation of the facets, are widely used to
answer this question (Park et al., 2004; Chun et al., 2015; Heo et al.,
2015; Strube et al., 2019). However, there are contrary findings
which make it unclear whether these parameters alone can predict
the need for additional fusion:

A survey among German spine surgeons showed that >92% see
hypermobility, mostly measured in functional X-rays, as a reason to
perform additional fusion (Strube et al., 2019). In addition to the fact
that these X-rays are highly dependent on patient compliance and
the ability to flex forward (Hayes et al., 1989), others have found
them to underestimate hypermobility (Dombrowski et al., 2018) or
not be useful for diagnosing lumbar instability (Stokes and
Frymoyer, 1987).

In the case of facet joint effusion, there is a strong correlation
between such a condition in MRI and ventral sliding in
functional X-rays (Chaput et al., 2007; Rihn et al., 2007), but
others could not find a significant difference in patient outcome
when used as a criterion for adding fusion to decompression
alone (Lattig et al., 2015).

A common feature among the abovementioned diagnostic tools,
such as CT, MRI, and X-rays, is that they only statically depict the
dynamically complex behavior of the spine in a snapshot. Dynamic
investigation methods (Aiyangar et al., 2014; Dombrowski et al.,
2018; Wawrose et al., 2020; Aiyangar et al., 2023) that can provide
individual functional information could improve the decision-
making process but are difficult to assess and integrate into
clinical routine.

Computer simulation models could help gain more insights and
may close this diagnostic gap in the future and help include
individual dynamic biomechanical information. Especially in the
modeling of surgical methods, the use of individual models seems to
be important. In the case of degenerative spondylolisthesis, the
simulation data showed a significant increase of SI compressive
forces and FEmoments, as well as a significant reduction of AP shear
forces in levels L3/L4 and L4/L5 following LAM. The simulated
LAM shows the most significant results. The significant results
become evident when considering the mean values as well as by
the paired t-test. Although these facts were observed in all patients,
the results strongly differed among the individuals, especially after
a LAM.

This fact might be a potential candidate to act as a future
decision criterion: patients who show only a small amount of FE
moments after simulated decompression might be treated with
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decompression only, whereas patients who show a high amount of
increased FE moments might be better treated with decompression
and additional fusion. This could help avoid overtreatment on the
one side but, on the other side, prevent those who will develop
instability over time from having a secondary fusion surgery.
Furthermore, this might reduce overall costs for the medical
system. However, the practical relevance and clinical significance
of this hypothesis have to be investigated in further studies with a
larger patient collective and long-term clinical follow-up data. This
might allow validating the observations in real-world scenarios.

It can be summarized that further development and application
of subject-specific forward dynamic simulation models hold
promise in enhancing our understanding of spinal biomechanics,
aiding in the prediction of post-surgical outcomes, and enabling
more informed and personalized therapeutic decisions for patients.

Limitations and perspective

Computer simulation models have demonstrated the potential
to enhance the empirical basis for decision-making processes by
allowing the assessment of biomechanical effects associated with
various surgical procedures. However, it is important to emphasize
the preliminary nature of findings from computer simulation
models. This also applies to the presented models, which have
certain limitations. These include the absence of muscles, as well
as the exclusion of the thoracic spine, ribcage, and cervical spine.
These limitations restrict the comprehensive evaluation of
biomechanics in the models. At this point, it must be
emphasized that the main objective of this study was to apply
the forward dynamic approach to predict changes in spinal
motion after a simulated surgical procedure. Given the inherent
complexity of the forward dynamic approach, especially compared
to the commonly used inverse approach, our first step is to use an
“in-vitro” or “ex vivo” model that serves as a representation of a
cadaveric setup. As mentioned in Introduction, in the inverse
dynamic approach, the DOF of joints often have to be reduced
to gain stable simulation results. Here, we present a forward
dynamic model without restricting the DOF of the joints.
Contrary to inverse dynamics, the use of pure forward dynamic
simulations provides a significant advantage in predicting spinal
motion, particularly after surgeries have been performed. It is
important to note that the majority of commonly used models
are employed in inverse dynamic simulations or static analysis of
human motions. These approaches require precise kinematic data
for each joint. In spinal biomechanics analysis, there is a dearth of
research employing the forward dynamic approach, with only
limited studies exploring its potential (Rupp et al., 2015;
Silvestros et al., 2019; Guo et al., 2021; Müller et al., 2021;
Meszaros-Beller et al., 2023). Conversely, this approach is
relatively more widely employed in gait analysis.

Paraspinal muscles, such as the multifidus muscle, have been
shown to be of great importance in spinal stabilization. Muscle
simulation studies showed, e.g., decreasing pressure values in the
IVDs with active multifidus vs. inactive or the absence of muscles
(Wang et al., 2023). On the other hand, muscle simulation entails a
whole set of new challenges, such as differences in training status
and the unknown extent of muscle activation. To especially address

the latter task, different approaches have been proposed, e.g., to
optimize muscle activation to reach an equilibrium state or to
minimize intramuscular pressure (El Bojairami and Driscoll,
2022). Although paraspinal muscles have a huge impact on the
biomechanics of the spine, they are not irreversibly altered after
surgery. Active structures have the potential to nearly fully recover
and can be actively influenced further by training, whereas passive
structures, such as ligaments, cannot. Nevertheless, it is
recommended for future studies to incorporate models that
encompass musculature and the upper body to enable a
comprehensive evaluation of biomechanical dynamics in spinal
surgeries. This inclusion enables the simulation of active forces
necessary for lumbar spine stabilization. Additionally, addressing
the simplifications made in the current study, such as utilizing
generic characteristics for passive elements (IVDs and ligaments)
and applying a predefined load for all simulation models instead of
considering individual patient body weights, is necessary. It also
remains to be investigated whether the time instant (t = 3s) or mode
(intact model as baseline) of the normalization procedure has an
influence on the significance statements made above. Yet, given the
corresponding consistent results from SPM, this is not to be
expected. To mitigate potential confounding variables, the study
focused solely on the effects of different decompression techniques
on the internal forces and moments of the simulated lumbar spines.
Furthermore, a combination of inverse and forward dynamic
simulations is advised. Inverse dynamic simulations rely on
meaningful kinematic data, and the use of dynamic biplanar
stereo X-ray images is recommended to ensure sufficient
kinematic analysis of potential destabilizing effects following
decompression surgeries (Aiyangar et al., 2014). By integrating
the inverse and forward dynamic approaches, along with the
corresponding data, more accurate predictions can be made
regarding possible destabilization resulting from decompression
methods and the subsequent need for fusion. This might be
realized by using kinematic data from precise dynamic biplanar
X-ray images for the inverse dynamic simulation of the lumbar
spine. These outcomes would then be used to fine-tune and calibrate
a forward dynamic model configured identically. Subsequently, the
computed forces (or muscle activation, stimulation) would be used
as inputs for executing forward dynamic simulations, enabling the
prediction of altered kinematics following a simulated surgical
intervention.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the FD_MBS models utilized in this study,
despite their simplifications, yielded reproducible and plausible
results that fell within the range of cadaveric biomechanical
studies and finite element models. The utilization of complex
forward dynamic simulations presented an opportunity to
predict spinal motions following altered configurations.
Consequently, it was feasible to forecast the kinematics of
human lumbar spines after three distinct decompression
methods and calculate the internal forces and moments acting
on the passive elements. The investigated decompression
methods showed to result in increasing SI compressive forces
as well as increasing FE moments the more invasive the chosen
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method was. These kinetic changes also affected adjacent levels.
The shift in forces and moments may serve as a contributing
factor in accelerated degeneration processes. Overall, the findings
highlight the potential of subject-specific MBS models and
forward dynamic simulations in elucidating the biomechanical
implications of different decompression methods. Future
research should aim to refine and expand upon these models
to enhance their accuracy and capture a broader spectrum of
clinical scenarios, ultimately providing valuable insights for
optimizing surgical interventions and mitigating adverse
effects on spinal health.
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